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1. Education
10TV News HD: “Survival Source Week.” May sweeps featured Survival Source Week from Monday,
May 4th to Friday, May 8th. Every day, we had stories and information to share with viewers about how
to survive the challenges presented by today’s economy. We kicked off Survival Source Week on Monday
focusing on employment and how to make extra cash right now! Tuesday we took a closer look at how to
consolidate your debt. Wednesday it was all about foreclosure. Thursday we examined how to get a loan
and Friday we had health insurance experts in studio. 10TV also hosted a corresponding Survival Source
phone bank each night, featuring representatives from central Ohio organizations. Staff members from
the Ohio Department of Insurance, Consumer Credit Counseling Services, Save the Dream Foreclosure
Prevention Initiative and 5/3 Bank were in studio taking viewer calls about the issues that matter the most
in today’s economy. (L/N) 5/4/09-5/8/09, 5-6:30pm.
10TV News HD: “Survival Source: Make Money Fast.” It's no secret more people are looking for ways
to bring in more money than what they earn in their full time jobs. We found some traditional part time
jobs and some other unique ideas to make money fast. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 5/4/09, 6pm, TRT:
1:30.

2. Youth
10TV SPECIAL PROGRAMMING: “Jefferson Awards Vignettes.” During the week of April 6, 2009,
WBNS-10TV's Community Affairs Department produced vignettes of its 2009 winners of the Jefferson
Awards, a program that recognizes ordinary people who go above and beyond the call of duty to improve
their communities. Among those featured were three Central Ohioans who have worked to improve the
lives of young people. Kevin Brown started an after-school program and a summer program for at-risk
youth, changing the lives on many of those children. Beverly Circone established "Kids-n-Kamp" to help
the families of children suffering with cancer. And 12-year-old Eryn Powell, a Sickle Cell patient, started
her own business to raise money to buy toys and gifts for the children at Nationwide Children's Hospital.
(L/N) 4/6/09 - 4/10/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “How to Talk To Your Kids about Sex With Dr. Laura Berman.” It can
be one of the most uncomfortable conversations that parents will ever have with their children. On
today’s show, sex therapist Dr. Laura Berman teaches parents how to talk to their kids about sex. We’ll
hear from 7th and 8th grade girls about the candid discussions they’re already having with their classmates
about sex. Then, watch as one terrified mom is having “the talk” with her 10-year-old daughter on our
show. Plus, we’re giving you the tools you need to start the conversation with your own kids, at any age.
(S/PA) 4/9/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Lured At Thirteen: Held Captive As A Sex Slave.” The high-tech, new
world that we live in has taken the sexual abuse of children to another level. Computers, cell phones, chat
rooms and social networks are just some of the tools that these cunning criminals have at their fingertips.
On today’s show, we’ll hear the heartbreaking story a of a 13-year-old girl who was seduced online, then
kidnapped and held captive as a sex slave. You’ll want to hear the advice she has for teens and their
parents. Then, John Walsh, from “American’s Most Wanted,” has an important message he wants
everyone to hear. The boogeyman is real and he’s online. Find out how you can protect your kids. (S/PA)
4/15/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “14 Years Old: They Say They’re Ready To Have Sex.” Today, sex
therapist Dr. Laura Berman returns to the show for Part Two of our discussion on how to talk to your kids
about sex. We’ll meet two 14-year-olds who say they’re in love and ready to have sex. Find out what
happens when these teens and their moms get Dr. Berman's expert guidance on what questions to ask and

how best to handle the situation. Will these teens decide to go through with it, or will they change their
minds? And what should you do if you suspect your teen is having sex and refuses to talk to you about it?
(S/PA) 4/16/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Bullied To Death: Two Devastated Moms Speak Out.” Just days after
burying their 11-year-old sons, two mothers say their boys were bullied to death. Despite their own pain,
both mothers are here, meeting for the first time on our stage. They stand up and speak out for the
millions of children across the country who suffer at the hands of other classmates, and hope to spark a
national conversation about bullying. Then, at 13 years old, he says he can’t take it anymore—an
emergency intervention you need to see. Plus, our experts reveal the biggest mistakes parents make when
teaching their children how to deal with bullies. (S/PA) 5/6/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Risky Teen Behavior.” How well do you know your teenager? Could your child be
participating in risky or illegal activities right under your own roof? One popular teen trend is smoking or
snorting the herb salvia to get high, and some kids have posted videos of their “salvia trips” on YouTube.
Rebecca says her 16-year-old son, Jerry, smokes salvia, and that he’s withdrawn and failing school. Jerry
wonders why his salvia use is a big deal to his mother, because he says she not only allows him to smoke
in the house, but she uses salvia too! Dr. Travis Stork, host of the show The Doctors, gives some sobering
statistics on teen salvia usage. Rebecca and Jerry both say salvia, which is legal in most states, shouldn’t
be outlawed in their home state of Texas. Charles Anderson, a representative from their state, says he’s
doing everything in his power to make sure this hallucinogenic herb is banned. What does Dr. Phil think?
Then, the "choking game" made headlines when it was reported that teens were dying or becoming
seriously injured by strangling each other until passing out. Britt fears that her son, Kevin, may be starting
a new version of this trend. Find out what it is, and watch shocking footage of Kevin engaged in this
potentially deadly activity. And, “sex texting" is a new trend where teens send explicit photos of
themselves via their cell phones. One mom says she caught her 12-year-old daughter forwarding nude
photos of herself to boys and wonders what punishment she should impose. Plus, find out what you should
do if you suspect your teen is involved in risky behavior.(OAD: 11/11/08) (S/PA) 4/8/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Growing Up Too Fast?” If you are a parent of a little girl, "tween," or teenager,
you’re going to relate to this show! Dr. Phil talks with parents who say it’s difficult to raise their teens in
an oversexed, celebrity-obsessed, cosmetic surgery-seeking society. Char and Robb are concerned about
their 14-year-old daughter, Demi, because they say she dresses too sexy for her age. She likes to wear
thong underwear, tight jeans and high heels. They admit they’ve even used the word slut to describe how
she looks. Demi says she doesn’t care what names people call her – she’s "Demi-licious!" Char and Robb
say they don’t want their daughter dressing so provocatively, but are they really saying no to her
wardrobe? Dr. Phil has some hard questions for these parents. And, what does Demi’s little sister have to
do with the role Demi has chosen? Plus, meet the author of The Lolita Effect: The Media Sexualization of
Young Girls and What We Can Do About It. (OAD: 2/16/09) (S/PA) 4/10/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Scary Trends: Is Your Child at Risk?” Sexting, a scary new trend where teens
send nude or semi-nude photos via cell phone, is popping up throughout the country. But what kids don't
realize is that this seemingly innocent act could change their lives forever. Julia recently learned that her
13-year-old daughter texted a provocative photo of herself to a boy, and he forwarded it to his friends. The
situation spiraled out of control and nearly ended in tragedy. Find out why Julia says she overreacted, and
learn how to approach this situation if it strikes your family. Then, Dr. Phil talks one on one with the teen.
Will his words give her a new outlook on the situation? Next, Ben, 14, was threatened with charges after
sending a naked photo on his cell phone. Should teens be arrested for sexting? Lisa Bloom, In Session
anchor and special correspondent for BettyConfidential.com, shares her thoughts. You may be surprised to
hear what she says. If you're a parent who wants to monitor your kid's cell phone and computer activity,
don’t miss the newest ways to stay one step ahead of the trends. (S/PA) 4/16/09.

DR. PHIL SHOW: “Teens Pressured to be Pretty.” Cosmetic surgery among teens 18 and younger has
more than tripled over a 10-year period. Dr. Phil talks to young women who say they face pressure from
the media, their peers and even their own parents to be beautiful. Martha says she wants her 18-year-old
daughter, Jennifer, to get liposuction, breast implants, a nose job and laser hair removal because she says
beauty sells. Jennifer says she’s satisfied with her looks, and she wants her mom to back off. Dr. Phil gives
Martha a wake-up call, and it’s not pretty! Then, 18-year-old Ashley says she wants a second breast
implant surgery to increase to a Double-D cup size because “pretty people get more opportunities in life.”
Ashley’s father and stepmother say the first surgery was necessary to boost Ashley’s self-esteem, but
they’re against her getting any more procedures. Will Ashley change her mind about going under the
knife again? Plus, meet a 17-year-old who says it’s not only time for breast implants, but Botox for her
crow’s feet, and lip and cheek injections. (S/PA) 5/1/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Caught in the System.” There are over half a million kids in foster care, and many
of these children are neglected, unloved and viewed as a paycheck by their new family. Dr. Phil takes a
hard look at the harsh realities these forgotten kids face and sends an urgent message about the need to
repair this ailing system. Jessica, 24, aged out of foster care six years ago after bouncing from one home to
another. She says her childhood was so unspeakable that she witnessed the murder of her 5-year-old sister
… at the hands of her mother and stepfather. Will Jessica find the strength to overcome her abusive past?
Don’t miss Dr. Phil’s surprise for her! And, Dr. Phil and Robin are the national spokespersons for Court
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA). (S/PA) 5/25/09.

3. Political Issues
10TV News HD: “Primary Election Night.” On May 5th, the Primary Election was held in the state of
Ohio. 10TV News HD was once again the first station on the air reporting the first results. 10TV
provided a ticker throughout the evening with election results information and then live reports and
results in the 11pm newscast. (L/N) 5/5/09, 7:30pm-11:30pm.
60 MINUTES: “Vice President Biden.” A profile of Vice-President Joe Biden after his first 100 days in
office: how he’s dealing with the transition; his adjustment from being a powerful senator to being the
man standing behind the president; on being a team player; and his family. Included are interviews with
President Barack Obama; Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and Biden’s wife, Dr. Jill Biden. (C: Lesley
Stahl - P: Karen M. Sughrue) (N/PA) 4/26/09.
60 MINUTES: “Buy American.” A report on the “buy American” clause included in the economic
stimulus package passed by Congress this week. Fought hard for by the steel industry, it mandates that
any infrastructure project paid for with stimulus dollars must use steel made in the USA and not cheaper
imports. American businesses that export overseas now worry foreign governments will retaliate and keep
U.S. products out of their market, thus hurting their business. Interviewed: Dan Dimicco, CEO of Nucor,
the United States’ biggest steel maker; Doug Jellison, Nucor plant manager; cold saw operator Jeremy
Davis; and Jim Owens, CEO of Caterpillar. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 02/15/09)
(N/PA) 5/24/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: current unemployment rate of 8.5% and whether or not a rise will
necessitate the request for another stimulus from Congress / encouraging signs indicating possible
economic recovery; recent forced removal of Rick Wagoner as CEO of General Motors (GM) / idea of a
managed bankruptcy for GM / President Barack Obama’s commitment to restructuring the auto industry;
reaction to the criticism that the Obama Administration is being tougher on the automotive industry than
it is on financial institutions / plan to create public-private partnerships to purchase toxic assets, allowing
banks to raise equity and start lending again / response to the claim that Secretary Geithner is unaware as
to exactly how much money from the TARP fund has been funneled to the banks / ongoing commitment
to transparency; refutation of a Washington Post article claiming that the Treasury Department is working

on an arrangement which would allow banks and their executives to evade the limits set forth by Congress
concerning executive compensation. Guests: Timothy Geithner, Secretary of the United States
Department of the Treasury. (N/PA) 4/5/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: factors behind his decision to switch political parties and become a
Democrat / criticism of the far-right activist group “Club for Growth”, which campaigns against moderate
Republicans in primary races / assurance that his party change does not guarantee an automatic vote for
President Barack Obama; speculation as to what type of nominee President Obama will seek to replace
retiring Supreme Court Judge David Souter / desire to see someone with work experience beyond the legal
profession as a nominee; commitment to increase funding for medical research; belief that the Republican
Party needs to become more inclusive. Guests: Senator Arlen Specter (D-PA) (N/PA) 5/3/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: his decision to speak out against President Barack Obama and his
Administration / reasoning behind the belief that the Obama Administration has made America more
vulnerable to terrorist attacks in the homeland / support for former President George W. Bush and his
Administration’s policies regarding the terrorist surveillance program and enhanced interrogation
techniques -- such as waterboarding -- for al Qaeda terrorists / assertion that memos written by the CIA,
which lay out the successes of those policies, exist and therefore should be released / conviction that those
who oppose these policies and believe that they ultimately weaken security, are prepared to sacrifice
American lives / level of former President Bush’s knowledge and authorization as to the extent of the
program / no regrets whatsoever as to the policies and procedures implemented post September 11th /
willingness to speak to Congress, under the right circumstances, about the intelligence program under
former President Bush; support for General Petraeus’ belief that Pakistan’s nuclear weapons are secure /
Pakistan’s commitment to beating the Taliban in their country; success in Afghanistan will be achieved
when they are able to control all of their sovereign territory / support for President Obama’s decision to
commit additional troops to Afghanistan; President Obama’s decision to close the Guantanamo Bay prison
and how the uproar against allowing future released prisoners into the United States is a graphic
demonstration as to the importance of keeping Guantanamo Bay open; the current state of the Republican
Party / room for moderates does exist within the party / reaction to conservative radio personality Rush
Limbaugh’s recent statement that the party would be better off without General Colin Powell and the
rebuttal from General Powell, that the party would be better off without Mr. Limbaugh as a spokesman /
General Powell’s decision to endorse President Obama during the election indicates his lack of loyalty and
interest in the Republican Party Guest: Dick Cheney, former Vice President. (N/PA) 5/10/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: thoughts on what qualifications and criteria the Obama
Administration is looking into with regards to choosing a Supreme Court nominee to replace Judge David
Souter / how President Obama’s prior experience and extensive knowledge will impact the decision
making process / overview of potential nominees. Guests: John Dickerson, CBS News Political Analyst,
Chief Political Correspondent, Slate Magazine; Joan Biskupic, Supreme Court Correspondent, USA
Today. (N/PA) 5/17/09.
FACE THE NATION: 1) The Supreme Court nomination of Federal Appeals Judge Sonia Sotomayor.
Topics include: the controversy over her “Latina woman” quote from a speech eight years ago, where she
hopes that a Latina woman, based on her experiences, would reach a better conclusion that a white male
who hadn’t lived that life / why some find the statement troubling / Judge Sotomayor’s background /
reaction to statements made by Rush Limbaugh on his radio program, calling her a racist / clarification
regarding the factors behind her appointment by the first President George H. W. Bush / interest from
both Republican and Democrats over her difficult-to-determine stance on abortion rights / controversy
over the ruling in the Ricci case -- white firefighters from Connecticut, who were denied promotions, even
though they took and passed a promotion test, because no African-Americans passed the test. 2) Topics
include: the way President Barack Obama views race as opposed to Judge Sotomayor / her record on cases
dealing with racial discrimination / the politics inherent in the confirmation hearing / belief that empathy
does figure in how judges decide / the Ricci case; impact of General Motors’ decision to go into

bankruptcy. Guests: Senator Jon Kyl (R-AZ) (1); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) (1); Bob Woodward,
The Washington Post (2); David Brooks, The New York Times (2). (N/PA) 5/31/09.

4. Health
10TV NEWS HD: “Heather’s Team.” Motorist Mutual Insurance company is making a big donation to
the Race for the Cure to fight breast cancer,. In memory of Heather Pick, our news anchor who died of
breast cancer last fall. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N) 4/2/09, 5 pm; TRT: 1:00.
10TV NEWS HD: “Caffeine Withdrawal Study.” Doctors say if you have grown dependant on coffee,
you can have headaches and other symptoms if you cut out the caffeine because caffeine blocks receptors
that prevent headaches. Angela An reports. (L/N) 4/8/09, 5 pm; TRT: 1:30.
10TV NEWS HD: “Swine Flu.” The President declared a public health emergency as swine flu, which is
attacking hundreds of people in Mexico, appears in the United States. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N)
4/27/09, 5pm; TRT: 1:30.
10TV NEWS HD: “State Swine Flu.” The Ohio Department of Health has ordered the state’s emergency
operations center up and running. John Fortney reports. (L/N) 4/27/09, 5 pm; TRT: 1:05.
10TV NEWS HD: “Swine Flu Retrospective.” This is not the first time Ohio has dealt with the Swine
Flu. A generation ago the government knew it was coming and ordered mass vaccinations. As a result of
the vaccine, some people developed a paralysis disorder called Guillain-Barre Syndrome. Now vaccines
are produced in a safer fashion. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 4/27/09, 5:30 pm; TRT: 0:45.
10TV NEWS HD: “County Swine Flu Preparations.” The county has urged businesses to develop
pandemic plans so businesses can function if people get sick. John Fortney reports. (L/N) 4/27/09, 6 pm;
TRT: 1:10.
10TV NEWS HD: “Swine Flu Phone Bank.” Doctors and nurses from all three hospital systems answer
questions from viewers during the newscast about swine flu. (L/N) 4/28/09, 5-6:30pm.
10TV NEWS HD: “H1N1 OSU.” A probable case of H1N1 swine flu involves a student living in one of
the OSU dorms. He has been isolated. Some students are worried, others aren’t. John Fortney reports.
(L/N) 5/3/09, 11 pm; TRT: 1:00.
10TV NEWS HD: “Race for the Cure.” 10TV has been publicizing the race for months, and
encouraging people to join Heather’s team and wear a hot pink wig in the race. More than 47,000 people
turned out, 7,500 in pink wigs in Heather’s memory. Despite gloomy skies, the rain held off and the race
to support research and treatment for breast cancer went off without a hitch. The race raised more than 2
million dollars. Live coverage at 5am, 6am. (L/N) 5/16/09.
10TV SPECIAL PROGRAMMING: “Children’s Miracle Network Telethon.” On Saturday, May 30,
and Sunday, May 31, WBNS-10TV's Community Affairs Department aired eight hours of local
programming to raise awareness of and funds for the programs at Nationwide Children's Hospital in
Columbus, Ohio. The telethon featured interviews with parents and children who've used the hospital's
services and doctors and nurses who serve these children and their families. The first hour of the telethon
(Saturday, May 30 from 8p - 9p) was devoted to a special program called "Tiny Warriors", telling the
stories of five babies who spent the first few months of their lives in the Neo-natal Intensive Care Unit at
Nationwide Children's Hospital. The 2009 telethon raised more than $8.5 million dollars for Nationwide
Children's Hospital. (L/N) 5/30, 5/31.

60 MINUTES: “Closing the Clinic.” A report on how the economic crisis is affecting society’s most
vulnerable, the poor, who rely on public hospitals for care. This report focuses on University Medical
Center, a primary source of charity care in Las Vegas, Nevada, as it is forced by budget cuts to close
services that are duplicated by private hospitals -- including its outpatient clinic for chemotherapy patients
and what these patients and health care professionals are doing in the wake of this downsizing.
Interviewed are: Kathy Silver, CEO, University Medical Center; Dr. Nick Spiritos, Women’s Cancer
Center Foundation; and cancer patients Helen Sharp, Roy Scales, Livia Ralphs, Yolanda Coleman. (C:
Scott Pelley - P: Shawn Efran, Catherine Herrick (N/PA) 4/5/09.

60 MINUTES: “Wine Rx.” A report about resveratrol, a substance in red wine that scientists believe
might do more than just protect the heart. They think it could, in very high concentrations, significantly
extend life by preventing a number of age-related illnesses. If they are right, we all may soon be taking a
pill that could give us an extra decade or two of healthy old age. Interviewed: Dr. Christoph Westphal and
biochemist David Sinclair who founded Sirtris, a Cambridge, Massachusetts research company; Dr.
Richard Weindruch, who heads up the study of the calorie intake of rhesus monkeys at the National
Institutes of Health Study at the University of Wisconsin; Ricki Colman, project leader of the
aforementioned study. (C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin Curran, Katy Textor) (OAD: 01/25/09)
(N/PA) 5/24/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: current situation in the United States with regards to the new
Influenza A (H1N1) strain (swine flu) / support for the response by the U.S. Government to the outbreak /
belief that prior research and planning will hopefully minimize the impact / goal to have a vaccine by the
Fall of 2009 / definition of pandemic / steps for people to take to contain the spread of this disease.
Guests: Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services. (N/PA) 5/3/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Dr. Oz Investigates: Flesh-Eating Bacteria.” On today’s show, Dr. Oz
is here with medical headlines that will shock you! First, we'll show you what happened when a minor
cut on one woman's finger caused a rare, but potentially deadly bacteria to begin eating away at her flesh.
Don’t miss her amazing story of survival. Then, we'll tell you about a deadly infection that is rapidly
spreading throughout the country and how it ended the life of an 11-year-old girl in just 10 days. And,
NBA all-star Grant Hill talks about his encounter with the infection and how it almost ended his career.
Dr. Oz explains what you can do to prevent it from happening to you. Plus, could a groundbreaking brain
surgery be the medical solution to yo-yo dieting and calorie counting? (S/PA) 4/28/09.

5. Women’s Issues
10TV NEWS HD: “Keira Knightly Domestic Violence.” British actress Keira Knightly makes a very
graphic public service announcement against domestic violence, and Karen Days of the Columbus
Coalition Against family Violence comments on it. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 4/3/09, 5:30 pm;
TRT: 1:25.
10TV NEWS HD: “Cosmetic Surgery Camera.” A new camera, hooked to a computer, allows patients
of cosmetic surgeon Dr. Brian Dorner know what they’ll look like after surgery…well before surgery
begins. He says it uses a three-D effect to help patients decide what shape and size they want their breast
implants to be, to achieve the look they desire. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N) 4/22/09, 5 pm TRT: 2:00.
10TV NEWS HD: “Bio-identical Hormones.” Millions of women have given up on hormone
replacement therapy have studies have shown links to breast cancer, heart disease, and stroke. So,
instead, some women are now using bio-identical hormones that are chemically the same as those on the
human body. Local family physician Dr. Marvin Im says only a few are sold commercially and approved
by the Food and Drug Administration. The rest are made to order. Pharmacist Jarrett Bauder shows us

how he makes the drugs, and two women tell us how these hormones have helped. Andrea Cambern
reports. (L/N) 6/8/09, 5 pm; TRT: 1:33.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Secret Lives of Moms.” It’s been said that they have the hardest job on
earth. Today, moms across America boldly break their silence about the good, the bad and the ugly side
of motherhood. We’re creating a judgment-free zone where anything goes. Hear from one of the most
famous mom bloggers in the world and how writing about her experiences saved her life and inspired
others. Then, actress Cheryl Hines talks about her role in ABC’s comedy “In The Motherhood,” which
features real stories from real moms trying to do it all. Mothers from across the country are spilling the
beans about the side of motherhood that hardly anybody ever talks about! (S/PA) 4/6/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Christina Applegate: Why She Had A Double Mastectomy.” As many
as one in eight women in the United States will get breast cancer but actress Christina Applegate never
thought it would happen to her. Today, she speaks out on the radical decision she made to remove both of
her breasts. Find out why she did it. Also, Christina's oncologist, Dr. Philomena McAndrew, gives us the
most up to date information every woman needs to know about breast cancer. Then, Nancy Brinker, the
founder of the "Race for the Cure," tells us what motivated her to start the Susan G. Koman Foundation.
What we can do to prevent ourselves, our mothers, sisters, and friends from becoming the next victim of
breast cancer? Women across the country share their inspiring stories of battling the disease. (OAD
9/30/08) (S/PA) 5/25/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “What’s Hormones Got to Do with It?” Six thousand women enter menopause every
day, and studies have shown that the fairer sex can experience menopausal and perimenopausal symptoms
as early as their 20s and 30s. Dr. Phil’s wife, Robin, author of What’s Age Got to Do with It? is on a
mission to show the ladies how to embrace life changes with dignity and grace! First up, Robin recounts
her own emotional and physical struggles with the change of life. Learn how she was able to get a handle
on her mood swings and hot flashes. Then, Becky says she hasn’t gotten a good night's sleep in 12 years,
and when she looks in the mirror, she sees a woman who has aged 10 years in 12 months. Find out what
happens after Robin takes Becky under her wing! Next, meet a 33-year-old who says she’s chronically
exhausted and lacks libido. What’s at the root of her condition? And, can men experience menopause?
Learn the surprising facts! Plus, meet a physician who says she learned important hormone tips from
Robin’s appearance on The Oprah Winfrey Show, and hear from a woman who ignored her health
symptoms and nearly lost her life. (S/PA) 4/21/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Craigslist Killer? Profile of the Med Student Accused.” What would
drive a young man with a bright and promising future to allegedly commit such a brutal crime? Dr. Phil
goes behind the headlines and takes a look inside the life of the accused Craigslist killer Philip Markoff.
He speaks to a close college buddy of the Boston University medical student and also hears from a
photographer who had worked with Julissa Brisman, the murdered woman who advertised her masseuse
services on Craigslist. What does the hotel surveillance footage reveal on the night Julissa was shot? Plus,
Markoff's fiancée claims that the clean-cut student couldn't have committed such a heinous act. Dr. Phil
deconstructs a case that has shocked the country. (S/PA) 4/27/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Women Leaving Men For Other Women.” Recently, more and more
women seem to be leaving their husbands and boyfriends and falling in love with other women. On
today’s show, fitness trainer Jackie Warner and star of the Bravo reality series “Work Out,” talks about
how she’s become the surprise girl crush for a lot of straight women across the country. Then, find out
what happens to a family when the mom falls in love with another woman. Is women’s sexuality more
complicated than we thought? (OAD: 3/25/09) (S/PA) 5/29/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “How to Get to I Do.” For many girls, a fairytale wedding day is a sweet fantasy -but getting the proposal can be a real nightmare! Amber and Rich are struggling through commitment
issues. They live, work and have children together, and say they're happy but can't seem to take the next
step. Rich sold Amber on his plan to marry her after five years, so why hasn't he proposed after nearly

seven? Does he have valid reasons for resisting marriage? After Dr. Phil challenges him, will Rich decide
to walk down the aisle ... on Dr. Phil's stage? Next, Jill has taken the leap and been divorced seven times.
Why does she pick the wrong men, and what can she do to make her next union last? Then, Candy
describes her first marriage as lasting 18 miserable years, and she regrets how she poisoned her daughters
against men during that time. What will it take to change her daughter, who calls herself the Runaway
Bride? Plus, a don't-miss moment happens in Dr. Phil's audience! (S/PA) 4/24/09.

6. Crime
48 HOURS MYSTERY: “American Girl, Italian Nightmare.” A follow-up to “A Long Way From
Home” (OAD: 04/12/08). Amanda Knox, a 21-year-old American exchange student in Perugia, Italy, has
now been on trial there for three months, charged -- along with her Italian boyfriend, Raffaele Sollecito -with the November 2007 murder of Amanda’s British roommate, Meredith Kercher. Although a local
thief, Rudy Guede, was tried and found guilty of the murder, he implicated Knox and Sollecito in the
crime. Knox and Sollecito say they are innocent. The prosecutor, Giuliano Mignini, maintains that all
were part of a drug-fueled sex party that turned into a ritualistic satanic murder. Author Doug Preston
recounts how, in 2006, prosecutor Mignini accused him of being an accessory to the same type of murder,
after he co-authored (with Mario Spezi) “The Monster of Florence,” a non-fiction account of a series of
murders between 1974 and 1985. Preston and Spezi suspected a lone serial killer. This contradicted
Mignini’s theory that a satanic sect was responsible for the murders. The authors were accused of
falsifying evidence and of being part of the satanic cult. After an intense interrogation, Preston was
released without charge; Spezi, after spending three weeks in prison, was also released. Mignini -- who
follows the satanic conspiracy theories of Italian blogger Gabriella Carlizzi, a woman who claims to speak
to a deceased priest -- continues as prosecutor in the Amanda Knox trial, although he himself is currently
under indictment for a series of crimes, including abuse of office, obstruction of justice, and illegal
wiretapping of journalists. Amanda Knox faces a maximum sentence of life imprisonment; if she’s
convicted of murder there will be an automatic appeal. Includes interviews with: Nick Pisa, British
journalist; Edda Mellas and Curt Knox, Amanda’s parents; Paul Ciolino, Chicago private investigator and
48 HOURS consultant; Paolo Sofriso, Italian investigator and 48 HOURS consultant; Nathan Abraham,
friend of Meredith Kercher; Dr. Larry Kobilinsky, forensic scientist; Doug Preston, author. (C: Peter Van
Sant - P: Joe Halderman, Doug Longhini) (N/PA) 4/11/09.
48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Craigslist: Classified For Murder?” A special broadcast devoted to the
Craigslist murder investigation, examining the crimes and evidence, as well as the psyche of accused
killer, Philip Markoff. Featured are: 1) a report by Richard Schlesinger on the suspect Philip Markoff,
including interviews with friends Morgan Houston and Andrew Hookway, plus a forensic psychiatrist Dr.
Michael Welner, who believes Markoff was not leading a double life but suddenly embarked on a crime
spree. 2) Peter Van Zant obtains details about the case with Boston Globe reporter Maria Cramer and
private investigator and 48 HOURS consultant Joe Moura. Prosecutors traced an e-mail to an IP address
which led them to the suspect. Police also located a gun hidden in a textbook and trophies from the
victims. Also, an interview with Trisha Leffler, a Las Vegas prostitute who advertised on Craigslist and
was the first victim: robbed at gunpoint by the suspect four days before the murder of Julissa Brissman. 3)
Harold Dow reports on the dark side of the digital world. Included are interviews with: an erotic
masseuse who says business started booming after she placed an ad on Craigslist; with Kristin Davis, a
New York City madam who claims she hired Brissman to do high-end erotic massage; and with Cook
Country (Chicago) Sheriff Thomas Dart who wants Craigslist shut down. 4) Correspondent Troy Roberts
with a report on the similar tragedy of 13-year old Christina Long who met grown men in online chat
rooms and was murdered by someone she met online seven years ago. Included is an interview with
Craigslist CEO Jim Buckmaster who says that users self-police the site and that it is safe. (C: Peter Van
Sant, Richard Schlesinger, Troy Roberts, Harold Dow, Daniel Sieberg - P: Peter Henderson, Paul LaRosa,
Allen Alter, Patti Aronofsky, Avi Cohen, Larry Warner, Joshua Yager, Doug Longhini, Alec Sirken, Lisa
Freed, Liza Finley, Josh Gelman) (N/PA) 4/25/09.

OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Ten Years Later: The Truth About Columbine.” On April 20, 1999 in
Littleton, Colorado, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold embarked on a massacre killing 13 and wounding 23
others before committing suicide. The Columbine High School massacre is considered to be the deadliest
high school shooting in American history and author Dave Cullen spent the last 10 years in Littleton
investigating what really happened on that tragic day. On today's show, he –along with the lead
investigator and the FBI profiler – talk about the shocking revelations that we never knew, clues the
killers left behind and how we can all learn from the disastrous incident. Plus, we’ll remember the
victims who lost their lives that day. (S/PA) 4/20/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Released From Prison: A Mom Of Three Goes Home.” On today's
show, we'll meet Kelly Taloff, a mother of three small children who has served almost three years in
prison for her latest crime, attempted robbery. After 900 days behind bars, we'll witness the moment she
walks free and returns to her children. Find out how she’s readjusting to life on the outside. (S/PA)
4/21/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “The McCanns and The Search For Madeleine.” Madeleine McCann’s
disappearance from a family vacation in Portugal on May 3, 2007 made international headlines. In their
first interview in the United States, Kate and Gerry McCann – parents of missing child Madeleine
McCann – join Oprah to discuss the two-year search for their daughter. In the gripping, heartfelt
conversation, we hear how their family is coping, and what it has been like to be vilified all over the
world. Then, viewers around the globe will see what Madeleine might look like now, at six years old,
through a remarkable age progression image with the hope that the search for their beloved daughter will
continue. (S/PA) 5/4/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Released From Prison After Killing Her Father.” On today's show,
we'll share the compelling stories of two women who admit to killing their loved ones. First, meet a wife
of 24 years who is just months away from facing a jury who will decide if she should spend the rest of her
life behind bars. She explains why she shot and killed her police officer husband in what she claims was
self defense. Then, Oprah talks to a woman who spent eighteen years in prison for killing her father.
Find out why a governor commuted her life sentence and how she's handling her newfound freedom.
(S/PA) 5/14/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Dr. Oz Reports: Hair Transplants, Heart Attacks & Other Burning
Questions.” Dr. Oz is back! And this time he’s taking questions from 170 men and 170 women in our
studio audience. Hair transplants, male menopause and the sex question no one dared show their face to
ask….it’s a “no embarrassment zone” with Oprah and Dr. Oz! From the bathroom to the bedroom
nothing is off limits! Plus, find out what men and women need to know about heart attacks. (OAD:
10/07/08) (S/PA) 6/2/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Drew Peterson Indicted.” When Dr. Phil last interviewed Drew Peterson, the
former police officer maintained that he had nothing to do with the disappearance of his fourth wife,
Stacy, or the drowning of his third wife, Kathleen Savio, whose death was originally ruled accidental. In a
shocking twist, Drew was recently arrested and charged with Kathleen's murder, and now a grand jury is
currently reviewing Stacy Peterson's case. Legal analyst Lisa Bloom shares information about a new law
that may allow into evidence some statements Savio allegedly made before her death. Will this reported
testimony from the grave be enough to sway jurors? And, Kathleen Savio’s sister, Anna Doman, and her
attorney, John Q. Kelly, speak out. Hear why Anna says she knew Drew Peterson was going to kill her
sister. And, will Drew’s current fiancée, Christina Raines, stay with him now that he has been indicted?
Dr. Phil speaks with Christina’s attorney, Gloria Allred, and Christina’s father, Ernie Raines. How did
this family react to the recent news? (S/PA) 5/19/09.

7. War on Terrorism/National Security
60 MINUTES: “Reeducating Bin Laden’s Disciples.” A report on a reformation program in Saudi
Arabia, designed to re-educate jihadists formerly loyal to Osama bin Laden, after they are released from
the prison camp at Guantanamo Bay. Interviewed: Khalid al Jhani, former disciple of Osama bin Laden;
Major General Yousef Mansour, top aide to Prince Nayif, the head of Saudi Internal Security; Dr. Abdul
Rahman al Hadlaq; Chris Boucek of the Carnegie Endowment, who has studied Saudi Arabia’s internal
security programs; Dr. Turki Oetayan, a western educated psychologist; Dr. Awad al Yami, who helps
patients through art therapy; Sheik Ahmad Gelan, Muslim cleric. (C: David Martin - P: Mary Walsh).
(N/PA) 5/3/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: reaction to the news that North Korea fired an inter-continental
ballistic missile over Japan / Japan’s response / President Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s
reaction to North Korea’s action; review of President Obama’s trip to Europe; Congress’ focus on helping
the economy and health care, resulting in climate change directives and cap-and-trade programs being
pushed to the back burner; General David Petraeus’ recent trip to Capitol Hill, where he announced that
more troops may be needed in Afghanistan next year. (N/PA) 4/5/09.
FACE THE NATION: 1) Topics include: Mexican Government’s current war against the drug cartels /
President Barack Obama’s trip to Mexico this week / evidence of President Obama’s commitment to a
bilateral relationship with Mexico / belief that 90% of all weapons seized in Mexico come from the United
States / reaction to the assertions made by the National Rifle Association (NRA) and the gun lobby that
only 17% are coming from the United States / link between the lapse of the United States ban on assault
weapons and the rise in assault weapons being seized in Mexico / call for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) and the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to play a
more prominent role along the border between Mexico and the United States / the effectiveness and
importance of controlling illicit traffic moving in both directions along the border, in order to win the war
against the drug syndicates / travel safety for Americans in Mexico / opinion regarding the legalization of
marijuana.
2) Topics include: current situation regarding Captain Richard Phillips of the Maersk Alabama, taken
hostage by pirates off the coast of Somalia / the number of failed state problems -- piracy in Somalia,
North Korea’s missile launch, current conditions in Afghanistan and Pakistan -- confronting President
Obama; President Obama’s announcement of a troop increase in Afghanistan / intelligence reports
indicating that al Qaeda is in Afghanistan planning another attack on the United States / the paltry
support President Obama received in Europe from NATO regarding America’s mission Afghanistan /
belief that al Qaeda is actually in Pakistan -- an American ally -- and the potential problem that creates;
current economic news in the United States. Guests: Arturo Sarukhan, Mexico’s Ambassador to the
United States (1); Rajiv Chandrasekaran, Associate Editor, The Washington Post (2); David Sanger, Chief
Washington Correspondent, The New York Times (2); Kathleen Parker, Syndicated Columnist, The
Washington Post Writers Group (2) (N/PA) 4/12/09.
FACE THE NATION: 1) Topics include: President Barack Obama’s recent meeting and handshake with
Venezuela’s President Hugo Chavez at the Summit of the Americas / America’s current and possible
future relationship with Venezuela; America’s present association with Cuba and what needs to be done
by the Cuban government to improve relations between the two; the drug war in Mexico / slim possibility
of reinstating the assault weapons ban at this time, due to other realities facing America; reaction to
Pakistan’s President Asif Ali Zardari recent signing of an agreement which ceded an entire territory of the
country to the Taliban; response to criticism against the Obama Administration for releasing the CIA
torture memos / President Obama’s commitment to only prosecute those agents of the U.S. government
who acted outside the law and not those who acted on legal advice / belief that the enhanced interrogation
techniques became a recruiting and propaganda tool for al Qaeda; promise of disclosure regarding the
results for any of the banks that underwent the federal government stress test / April 15 anti-tax “tea
parties”; the case of journalist Roxana Saberi, an Iranian-American convicted and sentenced in Iran for

espionage. 2) Debate over the assault weapons ban: support for the ban to be reinstated / agreement with
the Obama Administration’s decision to focus not on the ban, but on the economy and healthcare at this
time / the assault weapons ban as a phony issue / argument over what constitutes an assault weapon /
belief that the ban will eventually be used to overturn the Second Amendment / reaction to the claim that
90% of all weapons seized in Mexico come from the United States / need for current gun laws to be better
enforced. Guests: David Axelrod, White House Senior Advisor (1); Governor Ed Rendell (D-PA) (2);
Wayne LaPierre, Executive Vice President, National Rifle Association (2). Guest Moderator: Harry
Smith, Anchor, The Early Show. ) (N/PA) 4/19/09.
FACE THE NATION: 1) Topics include: President Barack Obama’s release of memos outlining the
interrogation methods used by President George W. Bush’s administration / reiteration of his opposition
to torture / explication as to why there should be no further investigation into America’s use of enhanced
interrogation techniques / need for the United States to move forward / reaction to former Vice President
Dick Cheney’s belief that more documents should be made public, so that the public will understand that
the techniques used were necessary and successful / belief that releasing the memos threw some “gasoline
on the fire” / opposition against appointing a special prosecutor to investigate and possibly prosecute any
wrongdoing. 2) Topics include: support for the formation of a truth commission to investigate the memos
and subsequent torture of terror suspects / reaction to criticism that further investigation will criminalize
the political system / support for the release of Congressional briefings on torture / response to former
Vice President Dick Cheney’s call for the release of more memos / interest in speaking with former Vice
President Cheney, but only if done so under oath / plan to hold hearings in the judiciary committee. 3)
Topics include: release of the torture memos; review of President Barack Obama’s first 100 days. Guests:
Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Ranking Member, Armed Services Committee (1); Senator Patrick Leahy
(D-VT), Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee (2); Tina Brown, Editor-in-Chief, The Daily Beast.com
(3); Bob Woodward, The Washington Post (3). (N/PA) 4/26/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: thoughts on President Barack Obama’s decision to continue
military tribunals for Guantanamo Bay detainees and his promise of a new system that guarantees more
legal rights for detainees / thoughts on the new rules regarding evidence: none gleaned from harsh
interrogation techniques will be admissible in court... some hearsay will / the effectiveness of the tribunals
/ belief that the ACLU’s role is to attack and tear down America’s government / pros and cons of having
the tribunals under the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense, as opposed to the Department of Justice;
President Obama’s decision to reverse his original decision authorizing the release of thousands of
interrogation photos depicting abuse / potential fears as to how the release of the photos could endanger
American troops / issues of transparency and accountability with regards to the United States’ treatment of
detainees / support for and against the release of the photos; support for former Vice President Dick
Cheney’s wish to have memos written by the CIA, which lay out the successes of enhanced interrogation
techniques, be made public; what should happen to the prisoners left at Guantanamo Bay, once it is closed
in January 2010 / belief that President Obama will change his mind about closing Guantanamo Bay.
Guests: Representative Peter King, (R-NY) (N/PA) 5/17/09.

8. Minority Issues
10TV SPECIAL PROGRAMMING: “A Look at the Lincoln.” WBNS-10TV's Community Affairs
Department produced a 30-minute special called "A Look at the Lincoln". This special featured stories
about an 80-year-old theatre built in a black neighborhood by African American businessmen in 1928 so
that blacks in segregated Columbus would have somewhere to go to see live entertainment. Among the
stars who performed there: Cab Calloway, Sammy Davis Jr., Etta James, Count Basie, and Nancy
Wilson. The theatre fell on hard times in the 1960's and was pretty much abandoned for about 40 years
while the neighborhood around it deteriorated. Columbus Mayor Michael B. Coleman decided to turn the
theatre and the neighborhood around. The special focused on the revitalization of the theatre and what it
will mean the people in that neighborhood. (L/N) 5/9/09.

OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Miracle Children.” On today’s show, Oprah celebrates miracles with
special guest Celine Dion, and pays tribute to remarkable children who have touched the hearts of people
everywhere. From a 6-year-old who was never expected to walk but now has dreams of being in the
Olympics, to twins who were once conjoined, these extraordinary stories prove that anything is possible!
(S/PA) 6/17/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Evangelist Ted Haggard, His Wife, and the Gay Sex Scandal.” On
today's show, former evangelical leader Ted Haggard joins Oprah in his first television interview since his
gay sex and drug scandal made national headlines. Find out how he hid his secret life from his children,
his wife, and 30 million devoted followers. Plus, Ted reveals the point at which he finally confessed the
truth. (S/PA) 6/29/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Mind Control?” It’s hard to believe, but in America alone, there may be as many as
5,000 religious groups preying upon the weak and vulnerable, and all in the name of God. Dr. Phil’s
guests have warnings for you and your children. Seeta says when her 18-year-old daughter joined a
religious group called 1 Mind Ministries, she left home with her 7-month-old son and never returned.
Soon afterward, Seeta received the horrifying news that her grandson was found dead and her daughter
was being charged with murder. Learn the disturbing details of this case and why Seeta says her daughter
is innocent. Then, meet a man who moved his family hundreds of miles to join a religious group that
came with a price they say they never expected. Norman is a college-educated husband and father who
says he was enticed to join the House of Yahweh because of his strong desire to be part of a group. The
House of Yahweh is a mysterious organization out of Abilene, Texas, led by Yisrayl Hawkins, a man who
some say has more than 30 wives. (OAD: 11/5/08) (S/PA) 6/8/09.

9. Technology Issues
10TV News HD: “The Big DTV Test and Phone Bank.” On Monday, April 13th, 10TV once again
conducted "The Big DTV Test" during the 5pm newscast. Following the test, 10TV News provided a
phone bank in studio. Viewers were able to have their questions answered by HH Gregg representatives
for an hour following the test. Kurt Ludlow reports. (L/N) 4/13/09, 5pm, TRT: 2:00.
10TV News HD: “The Big DTV Test and Phone Bank.” Even though the DTV transition date moved
to June, 10TV News continued its commitment to informing viewers about the changes and providing an
opportunity to make sure they are DTV-ready. On Tuesday, May 12th, 10TV once again conducted "The
Big DTV Test" during the 5pm newscast. Following the test, 10TV News provided a phone bank in
studio. Viewers were able to have their questions answered by HH Gregg representatives for the hour and
a half following the test. Kurt Ludlow reports. (L/N) 5/12/09, 5pm, TRT: 2:00
10TV NEWS HD: “Electronic Cigarettes.” Two local men, Dustin Claypool and Steve Petrosino, are
distributors for electronic cigarettes. The devices contain a battery, an atomizer, and a cartridge, but no
tobacco. The smokers inhale vegetable-derived nicotine, and exhale water vapor. Because the Ohio
Department of Health says they are not covered by the state smoking ban, users can smoke them in public
places. But Shelly Kiser of the American Lung Association has reservations, and if Congress approved a
new bill, the Food and Drug Administration may start to regulate electronic cigarettes. Andrea Cambern
reports. (L/N) 5/19/05, 6 pm; TRT: 2:25.
10TV NEWS HD: “Pediatric HealthSource: Home Heart Monitoring.”
Nationwide Children's
Hospital is leading the way in care for critically ill babies through what's called "home health
monitoring". The monitor allows parents to check baby's weight using an infant scale and by measuring
their oxygen levels--at home. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 5/21/2009; 5:30 p.m.; TRT: 0:40.

10TV News HD: “The DTV Transition.” On June 12, 2009, 10TV made the switch to digital. 10TV
News HD was the only station in town to provide all day, extensive help to those not ready for the
transition. In the second block of 10TV News HD at Noon, Chuck Strickler and a member of our
engineering team “pulled the plug” in the Technical Operations Center as a soft launch. At this time
(approximately 12:15pm) on June 12th, a graphic was aired on our analog signal stating that viewers
seeing the message were not ready for the switch at midnight. We urged those people to call our DTV
phone bank which began at noon on the 12th. The graphic was left up on the air all day. From Noon-1pm
and 5pm-7pm, representatives from HH Gregg were in studio fielding the phone bank calls. In between
those hours, from 1pm-5pm and from 7pm to midnight, 10TV employees staffed the phones and answered
viewer questions about the DTV transition. At 11pm, we resumed programming on the analog signal
until 11:35pm (allowing people a last chance to see the news before the hard transition.) Finally, at
approximately 23:59:59 the official transition took place. The phone bank phones rang off the hook all
day long. Overall, the DTV Hotline fielded approximately 648 calls from 12:15pm on the 12th to 12:15am
on the 13th. (L/N) 6/12/09, Noon, 5pm-7pm, 11pm.
60 MINUTES: “The DEKA Arm.” A report on the DEKA arm, one of the breakthroughs of a Pentagon
program called “Revolutionizing Prosthetics”. This arm, one of the biggest innovations in prosthetics
since World War II, provides amputees the ability to pick up small, delicate objects, something not
available in arm prosthetics. Currently heading to clinical trials, it may soon be available to the more
than 200 veteran arm amputees from the Afghanistan and Iran conflicts. Interviewed; Fred Downs, head
of prosthetics, Veterans Administration; Dr. Geoffrey Ling, Army Colonel/neurologist; Dean Kamen,
inventor; Chuck Hildreth, amputee/DEKA volunteer; Josh Bleill, leg amputee; and Jonathan Kuniholm,
Duke University biochemical engineer/amputee. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (N/PA)
4/12/09.

10. Consumer Issues
10TV NEWS HD: “Swine Flu Scams.” Beware of people selling bogus cures or preventives for the
illness. Paul Aker reports. (L/N) 4/29/09, 6 pm; TRT: 1:13.
10TV NEWS HD: “Straight Talk.” Yvette McGee Brown interview about back-to-school, kids and body
image. (L/N) 8/17/05, 5:30 pm, TRT: 2:00.
60 MINUTES: “401K Recession.” Recent losses in the stock market are drawing attention to the
shortcomings of a retirement system that has jeopardized the financial security of millions: 401(k)s.
Originally they were planned as a savings plan to supplement Social Security and pensions and were
never created to be the mainstay of workers’ retirements, but became just that -- effectively replacing
pension funds. Interviewed are: investors Alan Weir, Kathleen Coleman, Terry and Donna McNally;
David Wray, President, Profit Sharing/401k Council of America and lobbyist; Brooks Hamilton; and Rep.
George Miller (D-CA). (C: Steve Kroft - P: Ira Rosen) (N/PA) 4/19/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Nate’s “How To Save You Big Cash” Makeovers.” He’s dazzled us for
years with fantasy bedrooms, top of the line kitchens and stunning dream homes. Today, find out what
happens when we change the rules and give designer Nate Berkus a mission to makeover rooms in four
families’ homes… with a budget of only $300! Watch as Nate mixes things up by organizing a
neighborhood swap meet. We'll show you how he pulled together 4 spectacular looks while spending next
to nothing! Then, clutter expert Peter Walsh reveals how your mess could earn you extra cash! Plus, one
deserving couple gets a huge surprise on our stage! (S/PA) 4/27/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Oprah’s ‘What Can You Live Without?’ Experiment.” We're following
up on one of our most watched shows from this season! On today's show, we're challenging two new
families to see what they can live without! Watch and see what happens when we take away their cell

phones, computers and TVs for seven days! Can they handle it? Our camera's capture it all! Then, just
when they think the challenge is over, we've got a special twist! Plus, we’re checking up on one of the
guests from the first experiment that got a huge reality check! What did she do with all of that “stuff?”
Don't miss this compelling hour that will have you asking, "What can I live without?" (S/PA) 5/20/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “The Taboo Topic: What Social Class Are You Now?” Today, we’re
tackling this taboo topic: what social class are you now? We’ll see how a popular anchorman’s
unexpected fall took him from high society to bouncing checks at the grocery store. Then, we’ll meet a
recent graduate from a prestigious university, who’s now living at poverty level. Plus, heir to the Johnson
& Johnson fortune Jamie Johnson reveals what the mega-wealthy don’t want you to know. (S/PA)
5/22/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Best Life Week: Your Money Plan 2009.” Day four of Best Life Week
is all about money! Suze Orman, the financial powerhouse America trusts, offers a master class for 2009.
She reveals her action plan to eliminate credit card debt, her three steps to savings, and the new rules for
retirement. Find out what to do with your money, when to do it, and how. (OAD 1/8/09) (S/PA) 5/27/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Can You Afford That? with Suze Orman.” “What Can I Afford?” It’s
the bottom-line money question people are asking these days. Should you splurge on your first home… a
new car… your dream vacation? On today’s show, financial expert Suze Orman joins Oprah to answer
your questions. Do you have enough money to retire … invest …to be a stay-at-home-mom? Should you
spend your money or save it? (OAD: 10/13/08) (S/PA) 6/5/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “How to Make More Money.” In tough economic times, people look for ways to cut
back on expenses and save more money. If you struggle to make ends meet, don’t miss this show! Jay and
Erin are newlyweds who say they live paycheck to paycheck and admit money is so tight, they only eat one
meal a day. They’ve only been married two-and-a-half months, but Erin says they feel like an old married
couple who fights over finances every day. Erin works seven days a week, and feels like her husband is not
doing enough to bring in the dough. She says he spends too much time and money on his unusual hobby.
Finance expert Liz Pulliam Weston offers advice on how to live on less and where to make a few extra
bucks! Then, spouses Terry and Julie are unemployed and looking for work –- but are they doing enough?
Placement and recruitment specialist Tony Beshara offers tips on how to find a job. And, don’t miss the
biggest mistakes you might be making on your resume! Plus, see how one couple on the brink of financial
ruin turned around their bleak situation in only six months! Tune in to learn how to increase your cash
flow and breathe a little easier during these difficult financial times. (S/PA) 4/29/09.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES
PROGRAM
10TV HD @ NOON

DAY
MONDAY – FRIDAY

TIME
12:00 – 12:30 PM

10TV HD @ 5 PM

MONDAY – FRIDAY

5:00 – 6:00 PM

10TV HD @ 6 PM

MONDAY – FRIDAY

6:00 – 6:30 PM

10TV HD @ 11PM

MONDAY – SUNDAY

11:00 – 11:35 PM

All of the above programs are locally produced News programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and issue
related stories. Stories run 1 minute to 3:00 in length.
THE OPRAH WINFREY SHOW MONDAY – FRIDAY
4:00 – 5:00 PM
This is a nationally syndicated show hosted by Oprah Winfrey from Chicago. The program, an hour in length,
features news and social topics, especially concentrating on women’s and family issues.
THE DR. PHIL SHOW
MONDAY – FRIDAY
10:00 – 11:00 AM
This is a nationally syndicated show hosted by Dr. Phil McGraw. The program, and hour in length, features news
and social topics, especially concentrating on psychological, interpersonal, and family issues.
60 MINUTES
SUNDAY
7:00 – 8:00 PM
This is a CBS Network public affairs program highlighting news and social issues. Segments run for 7 - 8 minutes
unless otherwise noted.
otherwise noted.
FACE THE NATION
SUNDAY
This is a CBS Network political panel program.
leaders and activists.

10:30 – 11:00 AM
Current issues are discussed with leading politicians, social

48 HOURS MYSTERY
SATURDAY
10:00 – 11:00 PM
This is a CBS Network public affairs program highlighting news, investigative reports and social issues. The
program runs for an hour and that hour is normally dedicated to one story or stories that are on the same issue (i.e.
child issues).

